12:55 WELCOME TO THE VAAL WORK RIDERS MAIDEN PLATE  
(For All Maidens) Turf Right-Hand Turn  
Stake: R70,000  
Distance: 1450m  

1 CHARM MASTER3[9]  
S G Barry  
6 1 Georghiou  
60 3T11 7T16 3T11 7T16  
2 TRYING TIMES3[9]  
P A Peter  
6 5 Cooper  
60 8T14 9T14 8T14 9T14  
3 FORT COMMANDER3[9]  
P P Habib  
6 8 Markey  
60 4V16 2V16 4V16 2V16  
4 POBOLO3[9]  
P A Peter  
6 1 Markey  
60 5T16 3T16 5T16 3T16  
5 PIN IT3[9]  
P F Machett  
6 4 Markey  
60 3V16 5V16 3V16 5V16  
6 SWEET STEAK3[9]  
P F Machett  
6 7 Markey  
60 2V16 2V16 2V16  
7 BURMESE TAI[9]  
P A Peter  
6 7 Markey  
60 7V16 7V16 7V16  

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (1 & 6) 
TIPS: CHARM MASTER 2 TRYING TIMES 6 PIN IT 7 BURMESE TAI 

14:40 COMPUTAFORM ONLINE MAIDEN PLATE  
(For All Maidens) Turf Straight  
Stake: R70,000  
Distance: 1000m  

1 LOVE LIES3[9]  
P A Peter  
6 5 Kennedy  
60 8T11 3V10 8T11 3V10  
2 TRUST THE FIRE3[9]  
L J Human  
6 6 Coop  
60 9V16 9V16 9V16 9V16  
3 WISDOM3[9]  
P P Habib  
6 7 Coop  
60 9V16 9V16 9V16 9V16  
4 KASAI3[9]  
M D De Kock  
6 8 Coop  
60 9V16 9V16 9V16 9V16  
5 NIGHT KING3[9]  
L J Human  
6 3 Coop  
60 9V16 9V16 9V16 9V16  
6 LIL WANDO3[9]  
P F Machett  
6 5 K Marquez  
60 9V16 9V16 9V16 9V16  
7 CAPTAIN LANCASTER3[9]  
A B Fortune  
6 2 Coop  
60 9V16 9V16 9V16 9V16  

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (6) 
TIPS: 1 LOVE LIES 2 TRUST THE FIRE 3 WISDOM 4 KASAI 5 NIGHT KING 6 LIL WANDO 7 CAPTAIN LANCASTER 

15:15 CHAMPIONS DAY 1 MAY MAIDEN PLATE  
(F & M) Turf Straight  
Stake: R70,000  
Distance: 1000m  

1 COUNTRY MILE3[9]  
G J Muranen  
6 5 Jacob  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
2 FROSTED ICE3[9]  
B Webber  
6 4 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
3 SMELTING3[9]  
H Stidolph  
6 3 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
4 QUICK RUN3[9]  
S Nabo  
6 2 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
5 TALLADEGA3[9]  
S Tarry  
6 1 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
6 SKY KINGDOM3[9]  
D Habib  
6 7 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
7 IDEAL TRUCE3[9]  
P F Machett  
6 3 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
8 AUNTY LIZZY3[9]  
A B Fortune  
6 7 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  
9 SILVER BLUE3[9]  
A B Fortune  
6 6 Coop  
60 5T10 3V10 5T10 3V10  

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (2 & 9) 
TIPS: 1 COUNTRY MILE 2 FROSTED ICE 3 SMELTING 4 QUICK RUN 5 TALLADEGA 6 SKY KINGDOM 7 IDEAL TRUCE 8 AUNTY LIZZY 9 SILVER BLUE 

PREVIEW: Ticky ETERNITY RING found no support on debut but wasn't dispelled in fourth. She will come on. STOLEN KISS wasn't far behind in both her starts and has a definite chance. FRANCOI disappeared last time but could feature. Watch the many newcomers especially WINGS OF NIKI, WOMAN OF SUBSTANCE, METEORIC and FIRST ENCOUNTER.

HEADGEAR CHANGE: RUNNERS ON WISDOM, KASAI VELUT.
TIPS: 1 LOVE LIES 7 CAPTAIN LANCASTER 2 TRUST THE FIRE 5 NIGHT KING

PREVIEW: LOVE LIES is the form runner and should make a bold bid. TRUST THE FIRE showed marked improvement last time and finished well clear of NIGHT KING. Biggest threat could come from first-timer CAPTAIN LANCASTER.

HEADGEAR CHANGE: RUNNERS ON WISDOM, KASAI VELUT.
TIPS: 1 LOVE LIES 7 CAPTAIN LANCASTER 2 TRUST THE FIRE 5 NIGHT KING

PREVIEW: TRICKY ETERNITY RING has found no support on debut but wasn't dispelled in fourth. She will come on. STOLEN KISS wasn't far behind in both her starts and has a definite chance. FRANCOI disappeared last time but could feature. Watch the many newcomers especially WINGS OF NIKI, WOMAN OF SUBSTANCE, METEORIC and FIRST ENCOUNTER.

HEADGEAR CHANGE: RUNNERS ON WISDOM, KASAI VELUT. 
TIPS: 1 LOVE LIES 7 CAPTAIN LANCASTER 2 TRUST THE FIRE 5 NIGHT KING

PREVIEW: TRICKY ETERNITY RING found no support on debut but wasn't dispelled in fourth. She will come on. STOLEN KISS wasn't far behind in both her starts and has a definite chance. FRANCOI disappeared last time but could feature. Watch the many newcomers especially WINGS OF NIKI, WOMAN OF SUBSTANCE, METEORIC and FIRST ENCOUNTER.
**VAAL CLASSIC - RACE 6 - 6 APRIL 2021 - TAB TOP 7 MEETING**

**6:15:55 HSH PRINCESS CHARLENE EMPRESS CLUB**

**STAKES 17 APRIL MR 80 HANDICAP (Open) Turf Right-Hand Turn**

**Stake:** R70,000  
**Distance:** 1800m

1. **LORD MELBOURNE** - M N Houdbals  
   6 C Zocke  
   60.5 0V18 0V24 7T24
2. **PROSPECTOR** - G M Alexander  
   1 J Forrester  
   60.5 3T16 4T18 2V18
3. **IMPERIAL MASTER** - S Pettigrew  
   3 De Gouwela  
   60 5T20 9V20 3B16
4. **TREND MASTER** - M N Houdbals  
   5 C Maclean  
   60 0V14 4B16 2V18
5. **ROMEO'S MAGIC** - S Joney  
   10 G Lenera  
   56 3B16 9B16 3V18
6. **SEA WAVES** - S Pettigrew  
   2 V Ferreira  
   56 1T18 3T18
7. **OYSER KING** - C Janker  
   7 C F O'Deen  
   55.5 4B16 7T20 1T16
8. **HUMBLE TROUNCE** - C Dawson  
   4 S Khumalo  
   54 3B16 1T16 6T20
9. **CARON** - M Aze  
   8 L Hetkoven  
   53.5 6T18 6T18 2T20
10. **WILLO THE Wins** - P F Machlet  
    M Yeni  
   52 0V15 3B16 7T14

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (1) & (6)  
**FORECAST BETTING - 1: PROSPECTOR**  
**TIPS:** PROSPECTOR is holding form and deserves a third victory. **FRIEND MASTER** and ROMEO'S MAGIC finished together last time and it could go either way. LORD MELBOURNE looked strong but could just need the outing. **SEA WAVES** needed his first run as a gelding and could get into the reckoning.

---

**7:16:25 RACING ASSOCIATION FM 76 HANDICAP - CAP (F & M) (For Fillies and Mares) Turf Right-Hand Turn**

**Stake:** R70,000  
**Distance:** 1450m

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (6) & (9) (7) & (10) (10) & (13)

**FORECAST BETTING - 2: BELLA ROSA 9: ALL AGLOW**  
**TIPS:** BELLA ROSA is holding form and should run another honest race despite a wide draw. **ALL AGLOW** holds form, she should be in contention from a good draw. **LOUVAIN** and **AFBLAME** finished together last time and either could feature. **ALL AGLOW** is still martalling and could get into the money. **TOP WEIGHT** TOO PHAT TO FLY cannot be ignored. **NOW YOU SEE ME** is better than her last run.

---

**8:15:55 NEXT VAAL RACE MEETING THURSDAY 8 APRIL**

**MAIDEN PLATE (F & M)**

**Stake:** R70,000  
**Distance:** 1450m

Same Trainer - NOT COUPLED on Tote: (6) & (9)

**FORECAST BETTING - 1: CAST THE DICE 5: DYNAMIC LASS 7: RIVETING**

**TIPS:** PREVIEW: **CAST THE DICE** comes off a rest after a good effort over this course and distance. **DYNAMIC LASS** found no answer on debut but never got into it. **RIVETING** is improving week by week and could get into the mix. **FAIRWIND TO FLY** cannot be ignored. **NOW YOU SEE ME** is better than her last run.

---

**HOW TO READ FIELDS:** Runner info shown as follows: Number; Horse; Age; colour; sex; Career record: wins-places-runs; Trainer; Draw (position ... lengths beaten. Thus 3V12 is third at Vaal over 1200m. If underscored 1T12 the race followed a rest of 60 days or more. **RACOURSE ABBREVIATIONS:** D - Durbanville; E - Fairview Polytrack; F - Fairview Turf; G - Greyville; H - Greyville Polytrack; I - Kenilworth; J - Kimberley; K - Mauritus; L - Randjesfontein; M - Scottsville; N - Scottsville Inside; P - Scottsville Inside; Q - Vaal Classic; V - Vaal Turf; Z - Zimbabwe; X - Overseas.

**DISCLAIMER:** While reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure the accuracy and quality of the contents of this publication, neither Phumelela Gaming & Leisure Limited (and any subsidiary or associated companies collectively referred to as the “Group”), nor any agents thereof warrant that this publication is error free. Neither do any of the parties accept liability for any damages, damages that may arise in the future or inconveniences that may arise as a result of the use of this publication or any reliance placed on the contents of this publication either directly, indirectly or otherwise. The Group and their agents reserve the right to subsequently correct and update any inaccurate information previously published. The onus is on the customer to verify that the published information is the most updated and correct information. **COPYRIGHT:** Phumelela Gold Enterprises.